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DesIgn tor a Vertical Boller. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 beg permission to draw the attention 
of the I'eaders of your valuable paper to an improvemer.t in 
vertical boilers, which 1 designed Be-veral years ago, and 
which I believe will be of some interest to others engaged in 
boiler construction. 

The annexed sketch represents the idea, only two of the 
vertical tubes being shown, and these out of proportion to 
the size of tlle boiler, in order to show the construction. The 
fio-ure represents au ordinary fire-tube vertical boiler, with 
the following addWons: each of the small tubes, of which 

there need be less in this 
than ordinary boilers, is sur 
rounded by another tube, 
which terminates below the 
water line. These outer 
tubes are open at their up
per end, and fastened in such 
a way to the top crown-plate 
of the firebox as to leave 
space for the water to enter 
below. The action is at 
once understood by every
one familiar with the sub
ject. The water in the an
nular space being hotter 
than the outside of it, rises 
in the way shown by the 
arrows, and the colder wa tpr 

rom the outside takes its place. In such a way a constant 
circulation is kept up in this boiler, which is actually the 
vital question of every good boiler construction. 

Considering the firebox as a tube of large dimensions, the 
same system is followed out h'lre; and it is here of much 
importance, as the circulation of water and consequent disen
gagement of steam prevents the burning of these plates. 
The only place in which the water is comparatively at rest 
is in the lowest part of the firebox, where the solid matter 
will be deposited, to be removed through the manholes. 

I believe tJat this construction has some merit, and as I do 
not intend to take out a patent for it, anybody who thinks fit 
is at liberty to use it ; but I would like to hear the opinion 
of others about it. A. BERNSTEIN. 

Chicago, Ill. 
----------4 ....... __ --------

Solar Spots. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 addressed a communication to you 
a fmv: days since upon the subject of solar spots; it was my 
intention at the commencement of that communication to 
give what I thought to be some of the proofs of the theory 
I off.ered in explanation of these spots; but fearing the arti
cle on the subject would bo too long, I then deferred giving 
these proofs. I desire now to offer a few proofs of the above 
theory, which will, at least, seem as plausible as the theory 
itself. 

First, to go back to the year 177
'
7, nearly one hundred 

years ago, and note the appearance and progress of the spots 
on the sun's surface, and the various terrestrial phenomena 
attending the prevalence and absence of them, as observed 
from that time to the present. We find that during the 
greatest prevalence of these spots, a corresponding disturb
ance of' the electrical condition of the earth was observed 
and made manifest in the magnetic _needle by its variations, 
and also by the increase or decrease in frequeney and mag
nitude of the auroral display, corresponding exactly to the 
increase or decrease of the solar spots. The variation of the 
needle and the unusual auroral exhi):>itions �re both owing 
to a disturbed condition of the earth's electricity. Some of 
the auroral displays during the past summer have been un
usually large and attractive. If the accounts are true, the 
magnetic needle is more sensibly disturbed than in other 
years. The spots on the Bun are also larger than heretofore" 
and, consequently, the season of 1869 has been a season of 
lower temperature than usual-sensibly so. The electrical 
condition of the earth is more sensibly disturbed than in 
other yearF,; the disturbance will probably be more marked 
next year than this. 

These phenomena are owing to thermo-electrical causes; 
the larger the masses of solid matter on the surface of the 
sun become, the more the radiation of heat is .diminished; 
and as electricity accompanies heat, a smaller supply of elec
tricity is derived from the sun, which may materially affect 
the electrical condition of the earth. The earth must be re
garded as a thermo-electric pile of large dimensions, but 
small i.ntensity, and receiving a large supply of its electricity 
from the heat of the sun. Astronomers tell us that these 
solar spots are of large dimensions, at least in the aggregate 
30,000 miles broad by 50,000 miles long, consequently must 
cover an area sufficiently large to very materially aff ect the 
radiation of heat from the sun to the earth. 

Regarding the earth as an immense thermo-electric pile, it 
must be admitted that it cannot be otherwise than very sensi
tive to heat and cold, and, on parting with its heat, will there
foro part with a corresponding amount of electricity, and in 
the present case, probably enough to account for the electri
cal disturbances on the earth. These unusual phenomena at
tending the electrical arrangement of the earth at the present 
time are owing to a reduced supply of heat and electricity 
from the sun. This supply owes its diminl'ltion to the in
crease of solid, condensed, or opaque matter on the surface 
of the sun consequent on its cooling. This solid matter ob
structs the radiation of heat from the sun. 

$ titntific !tuttiCllU. 27 

Another fact which may properly be considered as proof of I and fountains, a.t a pretty short distance unde.r the soil, that 
the" Spot Theory" in question, is the glacial epoch, known' increases with the rains, and when these are ceasing decreases 
to have existed on the eaIth; evidences that the e:uth once in the same way, leaving organic substances in a state of de
experienced a greater degree of cold than now, are abundant. composition which communicates a certain degree of impurity 
There must have been several such epochs on the earth-in to the drinking waters. Epidemic typhoid fever always made 
fact, a number corresponding to the number of planets whose its appearance in Strasbourg and in the surrounding places, 
orbits range within that of the earth, or nearer the sun. All when such was the case. A. VEITH, 1If. D., 
these epochs may not have been properly " glacial," but of the University of Strasbourg, France. 
periods of lower temperature corresponding to the accumu- Natchoz, Miss. 
]ati�n of solid matter on the surface of the sun necessary to ---------.. - ... . . --------

form successively all the planets whose paths are nearer the HoW'to Hitch Three Horses to One Plow. 

sun than that of the earth. MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 notice in a recent number a commu-
The increase of the spots on the sun of late indicate that nication from a St. Louis correspondent, in regard to hitching 

another" glacial epoch" may not be _an impossibility Bome three horses to one plow. 1 will inform your readers how to 
future day. do it. The sketch I send you explains itself. Instead of a 

I do not claim that this theory offered in explanation of double-tree I use It triple-tree, having three single treps at
solar spots is the correct on'e-so of the proofs; but I have tached, as shown. 
been induced to offer them because I believethem to be new; 
and should this hypothesis fail to be established by further 
research, it may be of some value in provoking deeper inves
tigations in the matter, but should it be of no practical value 
whatever, and wholly untenable, I shall be quite ready to 
abandon it. 

C. A. HOPPIN. 

..... 
Loss of' LUe In Coupling Cars. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-A few days ago an old and faithful 
engineer was killed at Goldsboro, N. C., while coupling cars. 
A wife and children were thus suddenly deprivod of a hus· 
bhnd and father, their sole support. 

It is safe to say that a man is killed or injured every day 
in the year on an average upon the railroads in the United 
States while coupling cars. Among the list of patents pub
lished in your paper for several years past may be seen a 
number for coupling cars without the necessity of endanger
ing life and limb by going between the cars. Why are not 
some of them in general use? Will none answer the pur
pose? If not, then let the public make it known through 
the press that they require lluch an invention, and American 
ingenuity will be sure to meet the demand. Have the class 
of men who work on railroads no friends to champion their 
cause, or is it " only a private" killed? The law provides for 
the safety of passengers and crew on the sea, but sadly neg
lects them on the railroads. 

1 was for years a passenger tru.in conductor on one of the 
trunk lines between New York and Chicago, and have seen 
so many good men killed by useless man-traps that I feel it 
a duty to write to you in the hope that I may induce you to 
call1lttention to this subject. 

G. T: NUTTER. 
Newbern, N. C. 

----------.... -a. ... ----------
Singular :Ice ForDl.ation. 

MEESRS. EDITORS :-1 inclose a photograph of a remarkable 
ice formation to you, which, perhaps, will be Gf interest to 
you and many others. 

On the nights of December 10th and 11th, when we had a 
temp�:l\tlll'e of 10n below :lero in Springfield, Mass., a gentle
man, lIfr. Lester F. Sikes, of West Springfield, placed, as 
nsual, a pail of watm' in his kitchen to be used in the morn-

ing. At 7 A. M., Dec. 11. this pail of water was found frozen 
over about one inch in thickness, and in the center of the ice 
surface was left standing a perfect prismatic column 5 inches 
high, it inch in diameter, with a flat top. 

The white part marked a b on the photograph was the 
perfect image of a fountain jet. The pail was brought to me 
on Saturday; I cut the ice surface out and had it photo
graphed because I thought it was a phenomenon worth pre-
serving. 

If any scientific man would undertake to explain how this 
remarkable formation took place, I am satisfied he would re
ceive the thanks of many interested in nature and her 
doings. 

EDWARD WIEBE, Pres. Humboldt Institute. 
Springfiel4, Mass. 

The" lead horse" is in the middle, to which are attached 
" jockle-sticks" connecting the leade� with the other horses 

to guide them; that is, if the driver wishes to use what toam
sters call a single line. This method equalizes the draft prr-
fectly. ARTHUR CUNNINGHAM. 

Cincinnati, phio. 
. ... 

Effect of' Stealn Pipes on Wood Placed J.n Contact 

With Thein, 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 send you a piece of common pine 
wood. Upon examination you will see the effects of stlilam 
heating pipes (for tW:J winters) when brought into close con
nection with wood. We could send other spocimens, showing 
a still greater" charring." 

, 

Whether or not steam pipes are dangerous is not for 
the writer to say, although he has taken the precaution of 
enlarging all openings for the passage of such conductors of 
heat. Thanks to you for agitating the question. 

Pittsburgh, Pa. SUBSCRIBER. 

[The wood mentioned varies in color from the natural tint 
of the wood through gradations from brown to black, although 
the black portions are very thin and lie wholly·on the surface. 
The browned portions penetrate to some depth and the wood 
is so far charred that portions of it are easily crushed into 
powder by the fingers. An experiment shows it to be most 
easily ignited. In fact, it is nearly as combustible as tinder. 
On the whole, we are inclining to the belief that pipes ca.rry
ing high steam cannot be placed in contact with wood with
out a risk. Our correspondent omits to state what pressur� 
of steam is carried in the pipes which produced this effect. 
This is an important point, as it is desirable to ascertain at 
what temperatures these effects are produced.-Ens. 

---------.. ... .. ---------
Who Get The Patent Otllce Reports" 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-The 25th number, last volume, of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN failed to come to hand, the first fail_ 
ure in the presont year; will you please send me one? I 
would as soon do without a new coat as my SCIENTIFIC. Can 
you tell me why so many of the Patent Office reports are 
sent to men who do not care anything for them, and so few 
to inventors, the very men who need them? 

My lock is finished, and no man has been able to open it 
with the key in his hand.. I have just sold the New England 
States for my patent heel cutter for twenty thousand dollars. 
My motto is "Never despair." J. H. BEAN. 

Marietta, Ohio. 
[The reason why so many get the Patent Offictl reports 

who do not value them, and that so mllJly inventors. and per
sons who would prize and be benofited by having them, can
not obtain them, is that a proper dIStribution is not made by 
Congress. The members vote themselves too large a num
ber for distribution among their constituents, and not half 
enough for the use of the Patent Orece. The Commissioner 
should have the distribution of the bulk of each year's issue, 
that every patentee and applicant for a patent might be sup
plied from the Patent Office. Inventors are the pe�sons most 
intereHted in these reports; it is their money that is appro
priated for the lJayment of them, and they should be first 
served with them. The Commissioner has the names and 
addresses ofInany thousands of persons who would be glad of 
his annual report, and he has the facilities for the proper dis
tribution of all that are published. 

----'----...... We hope Congress, in their next appropriation, will large-
Cause o.f TyphoId Fever. Iy increase the number for the Patent Office, if the members 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-In your number of Nov. 27th, 1869, I are somewhat curtailed in the distribution. We are glad to 
have seen an article on the necessity of cleaning the sewers know your good success in disposing of your patent. We 
in order to avoid typhoid fever. There is  something to add like your motto.-EDs. 
to your article. Dr. Hepp, druggist of the hospital and Med- __ .. 
ical Faculty of Strasbourg (France) f ound last year that typhoid Curious PhcnOlllenoD in Artillcry FIring. 

fever is appearing as an epidemic in that city with the min, or MESSRS. EDITORS :-In your Dec. 11th issue of the SClEN-
rather by the disappearance of the rain, and his observations of TIFIC AMERICAN, under hoad of "Curious Phenomenon in 
about twenty years taught h;m the following facts: There is Artill@l'Y Firing," I would say that the resistance oftheat.]J', 
a subterranean water layer, ctlmmunicating with the rlvers j phere on tho lower half of the projectile Was greater 
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the upper half; also, the displaced air would have a ten�ency l one condition rl'sultin
-
; in that which, to our senses, is per- diffic.ulties; for while the driving is changing from one wheel 

upwards, ,where it could make room for itself much quicker, ceived a�" light," another manifesting itself to us as" heat," to the other, the knives must stop until the lost motion 
than downwards, as firing under water parallel with the sur- ! with various intermediate degrees. Some of greater and caused by the room for play in the cogs, bearings, and boxes, 
face, the bullet will come out of the water into the lighter I some of less velocity, light itself being divisible into the i& all taken up, and this, when they become much worn, will 
air. J . WHITEFORD. prismatic colors, actinic and caloric rays, each particular class frequently be so much that the knives will Dot cut at all in 

Junction City, Kan. of rays resulting frclm a gruater or less number and length of tough lodged grass. It is like stoPlling and starting in the 
• - • vibrations per second. grass without backing the machine. 

Law oC Attraction. Therefore, in the phenomenon of the flash of light which is These are important objections which farmers and manu-
MESSRS. EDITORs:-In a recent numher of the ScIENTIFIC emitted by a bullet when striking a target, instead of its be- facturers should well understand, as they apply to all two 

AMERICAN appeared two brief, but intereliting articles in re in'" an emanation of that heat which was before" lat�nt" in driving wheel machines; but none of them applies to one 
latio.n to the phenomeno� Of. rapidly revolving bodies o�er- ih: bullet or target, the true explanation would be, that the driving wheel machines. It is only when two driviug wheel 
c.ommg the force of 

.
gravltatIOn. The first was a c�mmuDlca- force exerted by the combustion of the powder against the machines are drawn in a straight line on smooth ground that 

tIOn fr?m R .  H., settmg forth the reasons why rall-cars can I ball is suddenly changed at the moment of contact with the both wheels drive at the same time, and this is the very time 
b::J easIly thrown, or ev�n �lown �y heavy. gales from the target, from that of the ma88, in a given direction, to that of when they are least !leeded.  The drlving wheel of one
track when the locomotIve IS runnmg at a hlgh rate of spee.d. moving the particle8 of the mass among themselves; or, in wheel machines is made a little heavier, with more face and 

The second was a pllra�aph froln the London Globe, rn other words the velocity of the maS3 has been changed to more corks, so as to drive st.roug enough on any ground. I 
which it was �sserted that . a ca�non-8hot after �eaving �he the v=locity �f the atoms composing the mass, and this velo- know many farmers are very much prejudiced in favor of 
muzzle of a r�fled gun, se�slbly rlses above a .horlZon.tal hne. city of the atoms is propagated and communicated to the ether two-wheel machines, as they call them, but I presume it is  
In both the Roove named mstances t�e revol�Tmg bodIes have and particles of the atmosphere, which motion gives us the not because both wheels are drivers, but simply because they 
been raised, or thrown above the horlZontal hne by reason of: sensation which we call " heat." Should the vibratory ac- run on two wheels, in opposition to the old one-wheel ma, 
a temporary suspension of the earth's attraction upon the I tion thus generated be sufficiently energetic not only heat chines with a rigid finger bar dragging on the ground. 
atom8 of those revol�ing bo�es. A solution of this �ingular but light will be evolved; and should the b�ll be projected All harvesting machin.es, when �utting grass, �ould run 
problem may be eMily .obtained by carefully observmg the with a motion equal to that imparted to a meteor before it. en- on three wheels, two beSIdes the drlver, and the axIS of these 
lJlovements of that CurloU8 toy known as the gyroscope, or ters our atmosphere not only would heat and light be evolv- ' should be in a line, or nearly so, with each other, so as to run 
.. Philosopher's Puzzle." Some years �go,mai�lyfor. my own ed at the moment �f contact, but the particles of the ball and back easily, and to turn abo�t without the nece.,;sity of 
amuaement, I set to work in order to dIscover If pOSSIble how would be set in such violent osoillation that the atoms would lifting up the finger-bar, or tearmg up the sod or turf, and 
it wall that IL rapidly revolving wheel of iron could, by mere be torn asunder and dissipated in vapor. also to prevent the finger, bar from dragging on the ground. 
momentum, completely Bet at defiance the law of gravitation. All this is entirely consistent with the theory of the" con- If the draft pole be placed in the center of draft alik6l on both 
My experiments were extremely simple and can be readily sarvation of 10rce" -that nothing is lost, either in "motion" machines, the sidc draft will be far less in the one driving 
repeated by any one; but simple as they were, they were or force; so in the experiment of the Dahlgren guns, w1lich wheel machine than in the two. It Wlll run easier for the 
ample enough to satisfy my mind at least, that magnetic at- was relerred to in the article in question, instead of thlil heat team, turn about with less trouble for the driver, and do its 
traction is the true cause of gravitation and that the rapid being previously stored up in the iron projectile and made work as well when cutting grass, all other things being 
reversion of the polarized atoms of bodies temporarily dis- sensible by compression, it is simply the change in the mode equal. It is also far better in almost every respect as a com-
turbs, or in other words, cuts off the earth's magnetic current of motion of the ball against the iron wall of the monitor. bined machine or as a reaper. S. HULL. 
thus produoing such phenomena as we have seen in the car- So in the matter of friction, tha heat which is given out Poughkeepsie, N. Y. wheel, rifled cannon-shot, and revolving gyroscope. by a rope rapidly running out over the side of a vessel, is _____ .. __ ... ... -----Now for the experiment. I started out with the assumption really a leakage, as it were, of the force with which the rope Curious Phenomena, 
that the earth is It constll.nt magnet, and that all bodies are is being dragged from its position,and this leakage is caught MESSRS. EDIfORS :-Let me lay before you really curious 
attracted towards its surface by reason of magnetic polarity; up by the particles of wood in contact with the rope, and they phenomena witnessed in this vicinity on the morning of Nov. 
that the only power which can overcome the' earth's magnetic are set to vibrating. If the force or velocity-for velocity is 25, and ask you, or some of your able contributors, to give us 
force, is motion; that revolving or gyratory motion as seen power-be great enough, the side of the boat will speedily an explanation. 
in the bearings of fly wheels, in whirlwinds, and even in the burst into flamJ. Mr. Hanulton, who owns the grist mill here, found his gate little gyroscope, is the most effective in bidding defiance to The passage of a meteor through our atmosphere is  anoth- fast in the morning and Bent for me to see what could be the 
the force of gravitation. By moving a magnet nelilr either of er illustration of the same phenomena, the meteoric mass, matter. We soon got the gate open and the IllD.l running 
the poles of a common pocket compass, the needle can be moving with :mmense velocity, impinges upon the particles HI' not long atter sent me word that he could not shut the 
made to oscillate �ccording to the movement until, hy in- of the atmosphere, and it is at once retarded in its flight; but gate, and in one hour his mill stopped entirely under a full 
"leasing the motion, it can be induced to revolve rapidly on the original force is not lost, it oniy takes on another form , gate. The rack filled up with ice. He cleared this out again 
its axis and will so continue to gyrate independent of the at- and the atoms of the meteor are set in motion with Buch vio- and again, and it as often filled up again. The ice accumu
tracting point until its momentum it exhausted when it will lence that they burst into flames of dazzling brilliancy, and lated on the rack and slides of the flume a foot or more thick. 
again obey the magnetic influ8nce. In this it is quite appar- in many cases the whole mass is dissipated into thin vapor. It appeared to accumulate on the gate, ri,�ht in the current, 
ent that the rapid reversion of the polar, or positive and neg- But it is needless to illllitiply examples, all the foregoing under nine feet head. It filled the wheel all full and stopped 
ative points of the needle. for the time being completely dis- are but exhibitions of one and the same force under different it with power enough on it to drive two run of stones. There 
turbs o� cuts off the attracting current of the magnet and degrees OJ: conditions of vibratory action, and easily demon- is a hole through the dam, the lower end at least seven feet 
that the motion must proceed until friction has reduced the strable according to the now accepted theories as laid down under water, five feet by one and one half feet, with a timber 
momentum below the attractive po wer of the magnet. It by scientists of the present age. J. P .  running through the cmter, made to enable us to finish re-
must be borne in mind ·that the magnet is a constant force, CincillDati, Ohio . pairs. Thi8 filled up. The water ceased running over the 
while momentum, by reason of friction and other resistance, .. _ .. dam and very percGptibly fell off till the ice disappeared, 
is constantly decreasing and must ultimately obey the Bllpe- Setting and FlUng MID Saws. when it immediately rose again to its usual hight. This ice 
rior power oi attraction. MESSRS. EDITORS :-In your valuable paper of December was a porous substance fibrous in formation; such as we see The slime is true of the whirling rifle-shot, and revolving 11th, I see a communication from J. R .  P., of Alabama, in thrown up by the side of the road in the fall. In the hand it 
gyrose,ope. Each for the time has its rapid rotary motion, regard to filing and setting mill saws, which conflict.s with felt like crust snow., At about noon it all disappeared at 
reversing the polarity of its particles and overcoming the at- my views, based on twelve years' experience. once and the mill started at full speed. During this time the 
t.raction of the earth. But the earth is a powerful and con- I file all splitting saws straight altross, holding the file at water seemed to have no power of motion. It changed to ice 
stant magnet and ultimately asserts its control over the dis- right angles with the saw, on the under and upper side of in a manner contrary to all the laws of ice formation., All 
turbing object. the tooth; because, in the first place; if you file the teeth on up and down the sides of the channel, in the current the most 

In my experiments with the gyroscope, I found that the an angle or bevel, it is very difficult to get them all alike, as in the hole in the dam, on the rack, on the gate, and in wheel could be made to revolve at any angle to the pedestal and if you do not, one tooth draws off more and works the wheel. 
upon which the staff rested, but that, at ordinary velocity, it against the other, the saw runs harder, and is also more 
revolved botter when the staff \tas placed horizontally. I liabJe to knock the set out of the teeth. And, again, I con
further noticed, however, that wh!ln very great velocity was tend that it takes more power to run a saw, filed in that way, 
imparted to the wheel (it weighed one pound avoirdupois) it because if a tooth is filed on an angle it has a longer cutting 
would immediately rise above the horizontal line, and so con- edge than when filed straight across. When filing square 
Hnue to rise gradually until it would attain a vertical posi- across, the file is held constantly in one positiIDn, and after a 
tion and fl1.11 upon the pedestal. little practice it is easier to see when it is at right angles 

I think this may tend to explain the phenomenon of the with the saw. 
rapidly revolving rifle shot rising in the air the moment it I swedge the teeth, of course, so they need but very little 
leaves the muzzle of tho gun.  W. F. STEWART. set; and to get that, I spring the tooth near the plate of the 

Sa,n Jose, Cal. saw to get all the strength of the tooth, and set it to a gage 
----_ .. _' .... ------

Latent Heat or Metals. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-In an article copied from "Pynchon's 
Chemical Forces," under the above title, in the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN of December 18, the old theory of latent heat is 
still adhered to, as explaining the phenomenon of the rise in 

temperatura which takes place when a mass of metal or other 
matter is subjected to condensation, or to the lowering of 
temperature when subject to liquefaction or evaporation. 

In the light of advanced science as laid down by such men 
as Prof. Tyndall and others, the whole theory of latent heat 
has been greatly modifitild; for while all bodies contain a 
certain amount of latent hcat, it by no means follows that 
because a bOIlY rises in temperature upon being subjected to 
any mechanical force, the heat developed was previously 
stored up in the mass as "latent." 

To S:1Y, therefore, that the quantity of heat which is given 
out by a metal when it is compressed is simply making ap
parent th'tt whi0h was before" latent," is an absurdity. For
tunately for us the rpsearches of science at the present day 
have cleaNd up, to a great ox-tent, the mystery which envel
oped the study of the forcps of nature and the univers�, and 
the former theory of latent heat has been displaced by that 
of the undulatory or vibratory conditions of matter. It is now 
universally accepted that light and heat are but" modes of 
motion," or, rather, that the particles of "ether" which per
vades all bodies and all space are in a state of oscillation, the 
o�ci1lati()nfl being of differe�t degrees of velocity and length, 

on each side. When I start my saw it always points straight 
ahead, the tooth being swedged makes it wider at the point, 
and the saw always runs perfectly free, and if it dodges in 
striking a hard knot, the corners being &harp on the opposite 
side, it will work its way into line immediately instead of 
crowding further off. 

In running saws in this way, I have less trouble, and 
make more and better lumber than those that file their saws 
flaring. S. P. WILLIAMS. 

Rutland, Vt. 
----------.. �-� .. ----------

Two Driving Wheels vs, One Cor Harvesters. 

MESSRS .  EDITORS:-It is neither practically nor philosophi
cally true that two driving wheels for harvesters are better 
than one, as the following facts will show: Two driving 
wheels on one axle must turn independf'ntly of each other, 
and th e wheel that turns fastest must of necessity do all the 
dri ving. Consequently, when the machine moves on ever so 
small a curve, the outside wheel turns fastest, and not only 
does all the driving but must make It heavy side draft as 
the draft pole is then all on one side of the center of draft, 80 
the wheel that runs over a stone or knoll, while the other 
runs on a level, turns faster and does all the driving, which, 
on rough or uneven ground, causes the side draft to be con
tinually changing from one side to the other. Any one can 
satisfy himself of this by looking at the front end of the 
draft pole. He will see it knock first one way and then the 
other, as I have described. These are hy no means all the 
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Such arll the facts. The phenomena are new to the old mill 
owners here. We would like an explanation. 

'\Veek s Mills, Me. REV. W. H. LITTLEFIELD. 

-----.. - .. �----
[For the Scientific American,) 

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT FROM THE PINEWOOD CHIP TO 
THE GAS CHANDELIER. 

BY I. CANTIN!. 

Ere long we shall not be able to imagine to ourselves a 
city or town without gas light, or a country farm house with_ 
out its petroleum oil lamp. The present generation is swim
ming in a sea of light. But these acquisitions are of recent 
date, and the remombrance of smoking lamps, dripping can
dles, candle sn Ilffers, etc., is still fresh in our memory. 

Dark and gloomy centuries lay between the pinewood light 
and the gas chandelier. Chips of pine wopd afforded the first 
lights, but as soon as the combustibility of animal fat was 
discovered, the idea of filling it into a vase and putting a 
wick to it, almost suggested itself. This crackling, flickering 
light was transmitted from father to son, tmtil the introduc
tion of oil, which soon threw animal fat int.o oblivion. 

Orientalists and antiquarians agree that the Assyrians, the 
Egyptians, the Jews, the Greeks, and the Romanf', all used the 
oil lamp. Most wonderful designs for these utensils, made of 
stone, iron, and brass, have been discovered in the Pyramids, 
in the old temples of India, and among the ruins of Jewish 
cities. Of the lamps used among the Greeks and Romans, 
the excavations at Pompeii have furnished a rich assortment. 
Gold, silver, marble, precious stones-nothing was considered 
too costly an ornament for this necessary household article. 
Most of these lamps were works of art of the first order, and 
even the more common kmd used by the lower class of in
habitants, made of terra cotta, are tasteful in form and artistic 
in execution. Even our modern industry has not been able 
to excel their workmanship. Yet these ancient lamps were 
not as practical as they were beautiful. A common lantern 
of our day affords a better light than the elaborately'\\Tought 
yessels of ancient Rome and Egypt. 
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